
 

Dressed to connect: wearable tech expands all
over the body
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Pregnant women could monitor the health of their fetus with prototype smart
clothing from Canadian startup Myant, part of a new class of textile-based
wearable tech on display at the 2020 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas

From tiredness-detecting driving glasses to shin guards that judge the
performance of footballers—we've come a long way since the early days
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of the pulse-measuring smart watch.

Some of the very latest innovations in the burgeoning wearable tech
sector were on display this week at the 2020 Consumer Electronics
Show—offering improved ways to get online and keep on top of health
issues.

The eyes have it

Smart glasses at CES sought to offer solutions to a variety of problems.

French startup Ellcie Healthy displayed its optical frames offering
drowsiness alerts for drivers, and can also help detect falls in elderly
people.

"This product can help save lives and reduce accidents," said business
manager Theo Niktabe of the glasses which have been sold in France
and are being launched worldwide.

The drowsiness alerts may be useful for truck drivers and the discreet
design—they look like normal eyewear—may get more elderly people to
use them.

"We try to make smart glasses that don't look like smart glasses,"
Niktabe said. "Old people don't want to wear devices for fall detection."

A different kind of smart eyewear from US startup Narbis uses
neurofeedback for brain exercises which can help boost concentration,
notably for children with attention deficit disorders.
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Serenity smart eyeglasses from France-based startup Ellcie Healthy are displayed
at the 2020 Consumer Electronics Show

Using a NASA-developed algorithm, the glasses become tinted when the
wearer is distracted and clear when calm and concentrating.

"You can wear this for 20 to 30 minutes a day and your brain develops
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the ability to pay attention better," said Narbis's Jay Arcata, who added
that the device is also being tested for helping with certain kinds of
dementia.

Bosch meanwhile unveiled its eyewear giving users notifications similar
to those received on a smart watch, and smart eyewear maker Vuzix
showed off its connected swimming goggles which can offer information
underwater.

The connected goggles can be used by professionals for training, "but
you can also watch Netflix," Vuzix CEO Paul Travers said.

"Some people get bored doing laps in a pool."

Hearables come of age

In-ear devices are one of the fastest-growing wearables categories, and
there was no shortage of "hearables" at CES, for simple music and
conversation as well as for health applications.

"Truly wireless earbuds are all over the place," said analyst Jitesh Ubrani
of IDC.

"The costs have come down so much people are giving them away at the
show."
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Connected Vuzix goggles which display information and entertainment to
swimmers are displayed at the Pepcom exhibit on the sidelines of the 2020
Consumer Electronics show in Las Vegas

But more advanced services are coming to the earpieces too.

Waverly Labs unveiled its over-the-ear device that can translate
conversations in 20 languages.

Avi Greengart of the consultancy Techsponential said there was growth
in earbuds that are "socially acceptable" for people with hearing loss.
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"We are seeing a rise in hearables aimed at people with hearing loss, who
may need a hearing aid but aren't willing to get one," he said.

The next step is health and medical applications.

"Hearables are great to measure biometrics because you can get a nice,
clean signal of heart rate and blood pressure," said Matthew Smith of US
startup Valencell, a technology partner for wearable device makers.

But Greengart said there are limits to what firms can do in health
without going through certification for use as a medical device.

"There is a crossover between consumer fitness and actual medical
devices," he added.

"If it's a medical device there is a whole layer of approvals needed."
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The Welt smart belt, with fall risk assessment, is displayed at the 2020 Consumer
Electronics Show

Sensors all over

Some of the newest wearables get data by clinging directly to the body.

Canadian startup Myant unveiled its line of wearables called Skiin,
including underwear, offering a "full body interface" which can
continuous track heart rate, physical activity, sleep and other conditions
and can help alert caregivers to risks of falls.

Myant's so-called "textile computing" incorporates sensors "knitted into
the fabric, so you don't even know it's there," said spokeswoman Julie
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Bosotti.

Bosotti said the company is seeking approval for medical usage and is
also preparing a wearable for pregnant women which can monitor the
health of a fetus.

Myant sees a potential to use textiles for remote sleep apnea diagnosis,
mental health issues and rehabilitation for stroke and spinal cord injury
patients, for example.

For sports enthusiasts, Italian startup Soccerment unveiled its connected
shin guards which track the activity of football players and rate the
quality of their movements and passes.

"The idea is to give a nonprofessional player the same way to analyze
and improve their performance as the professional," said Paulin
Tchonnin-Dodjou of Soccerment, which is planning to start selling the
shin guards this year.

South Korean-based Welt meanwhile, which already has a belt-based
fitness tracker, unveiled a new model this year which monitors waist
measurements and gait, a product aimed at the elderly.

The $400 belt "analyzes your gait and helps prevent falls," said Welt's
Nahyeon Gu.
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Connected shinguards from Italian startup Soccerment which evaluate a football
player's dribbling and passing are displayed at the 2020 Consumer Electronics
Show

Connecting the feet

The lower extremities are also getting better connections with products
shown at CES.
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Japanese sportswear firm Asics showed a prototype of its connected
insoles for running shoes. "They analyze several points of running
performance and can help improve your efficiency," said marketing
manager Gentaro Makinoda.

The Italian-based startup Wahu showed its "active sole" which can
change its shape to accommodate to different kinds of terrain,
temperature or humidity, and can analyze gait and foot pressure for fall
detection.

The adaptive sole, which has retractable cleats, "can be used for elderly
people, but also for people who work in factories or in mines in
dangerous conditions," said Wahu project manager Patrizia Casali.
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